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Abstract. Virtualization technology plays an important role in modern
data center, as it creates an opportunity to improve resource utilization,
reduce energy costs, and ease server management. However, virtual machine deployment issues arise when allocating virtual machines into single
or multiple physical servers. In this paper, we explore the performance
and scalability issues for virtual machine deployment in a virtualized data
center. We first evaluate the image scalability when allocating multiple
VMs per physical server using four typical servers in data center. Then
we investigate how the overall efficiency will be affected when deploying
M virtual machines into N physical machines with different deployment
strategies. Experimental results show that: (i) There is a resource bottleneck when deploying single type virtual machine server into single
physical server, except for composite workloads. (ii) More physical machines do not always benefit for some specific applications to support a
fixed number of virtual machines. (iii) MPI and network communication
overheads affect the deployment efficiency seriously.
Key words: Virtual Machine, Scalability, Image Deployment, Server
Consolidation
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Introduction

Virtualization as a critical technology in modern data center has been receiving
much attention as it creates an approach to improve resource utilization, reduce
costs, and ease server management. The emergence of mature virtualization solutions such as VMware [1], Xen [2], KVM [3], and OpenVZ [4] have spurred this
growth. Virtualization provides an abstraction of hardware resources enabling
multiple instantiations of operating systems (OS) to run simultaneously on a
single physical machine. By sharing the underlying physical resources, virtualization could achieve significantly higher system utilization compared to traditional
physical machines.
⋆
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One of the challenges in realizing such resource sharing is how to efficiently
deploy virtual machines into physical server computers. Specifically, two questions should be answered in the deployment process: (i) How many virtual machines can be allocated into one physical machine while still maintaining good
performance? (ii) If M virtual machines are required to be deployed, how many
physical machines are needed to support them?
Since the introduction of virtual machine monitor(VMM), the performance
overheads introduced by virtualization is widely evaluated. Many researchers put
their focus on the performance overheads of several pivotal system components
in virtualization environments, e.g., CPU, memory, disk and network etc [5, 6].
Some researchers focus the performance overheads in specific scenarios, such as
server consolidation [7, 8] and HPC environment [9]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, none of them have quantified the deployment efficiency for typical
server applications and HPC applications under different deployment strategies.
To evaluate the performance of different deployment strategies, we design
two sets of experiments. We first investigate the deployment efficiency of M-1
scenario that allocating M virtual machines into one physical machine. We will
investigate the best M selection. We choose four representative server applications in modern data center and quantify the server scalability. Then we evaluate
the deployment efficiency of M-N scenario that allocating M virtual machines
into N physical machines. To quantify the overall performance, we choose a
standard HPC benchmark HPCC that running in parallel manner with MPI
communication.
Our experimental results indicate that there is a resource bottleneck when
deploying single type virtual machine server into single physical machine and
consolidation of different workloads together is recommended. It is suitable to
deploy several virtual machines running composite workloads into one physical
machine. For computing intensive applications that don’t run in parallel manner
and processor communication intensive applications which are insensitive with
the deployment strategies, adding more physical machines is useless. For the
parallel applications with no MPI communication, more physical machines can
achieve better performance. While for the computing intensive workloads that
have high MPI and network communication traffic, it is not suitable to deploy
the virtual machines across multiple physical machines due to the significant
communication overheads between physical machines.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe the background
of Xen virtualization technology and our experiment motivation in Section 2.
And then in Section 3, we present our experimental methodology to solve the
problems presented in Section 2. In Section 4, we discuss and analyze the experimental results. The related work is introduced in Section 5 and we conclude
with the future work in Section 6.
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Fig. 1. Two experimental scenarios: (a) M-1 means allocating M virtual machines into
one physical machine; (b) M-N means allocating M virtual machines into N physical
machines.
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Background and Motivation

Previous studies have shown that the resource utilization is very low in data
center most of the time [10]. We also realize that the maximum resource utilization is much higher than the average one. Virtualization can be used to solve the
utilization problem as it holds the benefits of running multiple virtual machine
instances simultaneously while sharing the underlying physical resources. However, there is a lack of proposal for selecting the image deployment strategies. It
is essential to investigate the most appropriate deployment strategy to achieve
best resource utilization while maintaining good QoS. If we allocate too many
or too few virtual machines into the physical machines, the physical machines
may either be grossly under-utilized or overloaded leading poor application-level
QoS.
Fig. 1 indicates our two experimental scenarios. In the M-1 scenario, we
measure the scalability that adding the virtual machine into the physical machine
one by one to investigate the appropriate virtual machine number hosting in one
physical machine. While in the M-N scenario, we will evaluate the efficiency that
allocating M virtual machines into N physical machines and investigate the best
N.
2.1

Xen Virtual Machine Monitor

Xen [2] is a popular open-source x86 virtual machine monitor (VMM) that allows
multiple instantiation operating systems (OSs) running concurrently on a single
physical machine. Xen supports both full virtualization and para-virtualization
scheme. In the para-virtualization scheme, the guests run a modified operating
system using a special hypercall. Para-virtualization avoids frequent traps into
the hypervisor, and achieves high performance. Starting from version 3.0, Xen
implement the full virtulization through hardware-assisted virtualization (HVM)
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technology. Both Intel and AMD have developed their own solutions named Intel
VT and AMD-V to support Xen. Xen uses this hardware-assisted technology to
support unmodified guest operating systems to run within virtual machines.
2.2

Requirements for M-1 Performance Evaluation

Generally, one physical machine will support several virtual machines running
simultaneously to share the same physical resources in modern data center. However deploying too many virtual machines will cause the degradation of application QoS. To deploy appropriate number of virtual machines into the physical
platform is a challenge. Besides, different workloads have different demands on
system resources. For example, web server consumes a lot of network bandwidth
and CPU resource while file server consumes large amounts of disk I/O resource
but less CPU time. It is necessary to study the representative server workloads
used in data center.
2.3

Requirements for M-N Performance Evaluation

The benefits of virtualization such as flexible resource management, high reliability, live migration play an important role in the high performance computing (HPC) and parallel computing community. However there is a virtual
machine deployment issue that arranging appropriate physical machines to support above virtual machine workloads, which is a challenge. Arranging all the
virtual machines into one physical machine will reduce the communication overhead between the virtual machines but there is a resource bottleneck which
will seriously affect the application performance. In the otherwise, M virtual
machines arranged into M physical machines can obtain the most abundant system resources that each physical machine hosts only one virtual machine, but
the communication overheads between physical machines are very huge. What’s
more, there is a huge loss of electricity energy. For example, if one parallel job
needs 16 threads running simultaneously, we will create 16 virtual machines to
support it with MPI communication between each virtual machine. We need
to find a optimal deployment that maximizes the use of system resource while
maintaining overall good performance. Is one physical machine enough or more
physical machines are needed to support the 16 virtual machines, we will investigate this deployment issue below.

3
3.1

Experimental Methodology
Experimental Configuration

The M-1 experimental evaluations are performed on the Dell 2900 PowerEdge
server, with 2 Quad-core 64-bit Xeon processors at 1.86 GHz, while M-N experimental evaluations are performed on four Dell OPTIPLEX 755, with Intel
Core2 Quad CPU at 2.4GHz. We use Ubuntu 8.10 with kernel version 2.6.27 in
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domain 0, and the version of Xen hypervisor is the 3.3.1. Each virtual machine is
installed with Ubuntu 8.10 as the guest OS with 4 VCPUs and 256MB memory
size. We choose MPICH 2.1.0.8 as our MPI environment.
3.2

Workloads and Benchmarks

To investigate the deployment efficiency in M-1 and M-N scenarios, we design
two sets of experiments. In the M-1 scenario, we measure the scalability that
answers how many virtual machines can be allocated into one physical machine
while maintaining good performance?
We choose four typical server workloads in modern data center running in
virtual machine in our experiments. They are java server, file server, database
server, and web server. Java performance is important in many modern multitiered applications. We choose SPECjbb2005 [11] as the benchmark for java
server evaluation. File server performance is also a typical metric indicating
the ability to serve I/O requests from clients. We use IOzone benchmark [12] to
measure the file system I/O performance. Database is needed to support running
transactional workloads in many modern applications, and it is resource intensive
and exercises most system components, especially CPU and storage. We choose
Sysbench [13] as our database benchmark. The back-end database used in the
experiment is Mysql. Web server is pervasive in modern data centers and is a
representative workload for consolidation. We use the WebBench, a simple tool
for benchmarking WWW or proxy servers. Apache is used as the back-end server.
In the M-N scenario, we try to answer the question how many physical machines are needed to support M virtual machines? We use the HPCC benchmark
suite [14] for our study that is commonly used for HPC measurements. The
HPCC suite is a comprehensive set of synthetic benchmarks designed to profile
the performance of several aspects of a cluster. The testing applications used in
our study are listed as follows:
– HPL: measures the floating point rate of execution for solving a linear system
of equations.
– DGEMM: measures the floating point rate of execution of double precision
real matrix-matrix multiplication.
– FFT: measures the floating point rate of execution of double precision complex one-dimensional Discreate Fourier Transform (DDF).
– PTRANS: measures the transfer rate for large arrays of data from multiprocessor’s memory.
– STREAM: measures the sustainable memory bandwidth (in GB/s) and the
corresponding computing rate for simple vector kernel.
– RandomAccess: measures the rate of integer random updates of memory
(GUPS).
– Latency & Bandwidth: measures latency and bandwidth of a number of
simultaneous communication patterns.
There are three running modes: single means that a single processor runs
the benchmark, star means all the processors run separate independent copies
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of the benchmark with no communication, mpi means all processing elements
running the benchmark in parallel using explicit data communications.
In our experiments, three problem sizes were evaluated, they are 1000MB,
2000MB, 3000MB. The block and grid sizes used are common-block: 80, 100,
120; grid: 2*2, 1*4, 4*1.

4

Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we describe the measurement results of deployment performance
and scalability in M-1 and M-N scenarios respectively. In order to ensure the
data precision, each of the showed experiment results was obtained via running
benchmarks five times on the same configuration, the highest and lowest values
for each test were discarded, and the remaining three values were averaged.
4.1

Deployment in M-1 Scenario

In this experiment, we investigate the deployment performance that allocating
M virtual machines into one physical machine. M scales from 1 to 8 here. Fig.
2 shows the deployment results of java server, file server, database server, and
web server. It is obvious that more virtual machines deployed into one physical machine incurs more performance degradation, especially for file server and
web server, since they are I/O intensive workloads and the serious I/O resource
contention becomes a bottleneck.
Fig. 2(a) shows the deployment efficiency of java server with a 65.95% performance degradation when deploying 8 VMs into the physical machine compared
to the case that deploying 1 VM into the physical machine. There is a nearly
linear decline in the performance.
From Fig. 2(b), we find that there is a significant decline in file I/O performance. It is because that the file server is I/O intensive. When more virtual
machines are added into the physical machine, the disk I/O resource becomes
the performance bottleneck and seriously affects the performance. We note that
when deploying more than 5 virtual machines into the physical machine, the
decline trend becomes flat and maintains at a stable I/O bandwidth with about
30000 Kb/s. The reason is that when more than 5 file servers are deployed into
the physical machine, not only the I/O bandwidth but also the other system
resources like CPU become the performance bottleneck.
When in the database scalability testing (Fig. 2(c)), the physical machine can
support 6 virtual machines well with the execution time less than 86 seconds.
However, when more virtual machines are deployed into the physical machine
there is a huge increase in the execution time due to the resource bottleneck like
CPU, memory, and disk I/O.
The web server testing (Fig. 2(d)) shows the similar phenomenon with file
server because of the similar system resource demands. The significant decline
of web server performance is caused by intense competition for the network I/O
and CPU resource.
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Fig. 2. The Deployment Performance and Scalability of Java Server, File Server,
Database Server and Web Server in M-1 Scenario that Allocating M Virtual Machines
into One Physical Machine (M-1 Scenario).

It is obvious from the above experiments, when the virtual machine number scales from 1 to 8, all the four server workloads have a sharp performance
degradation due to heavy demand on the same kind resource which becomes the
performance bottleneck. When more virtual machines are added, other system
resources will become the performance bottleneck too. So in this M-1 scenario,
M depends on user’s QoS requirements. It is not suitable to deploy more than
two same servers in the physical machine due to the QoS consideration. One alternative approach is to consolidate different workloads running simultaneously.
What’s more, we find an interesting phenomenon that one physical machine can
host 6 database servers running simultaneously well based on our experimental results. It is because that database is a kind of composite workloads which
consumes CPU, memory and I/O resource at the same time.
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Deployment in M-N Scenario

In this experiment, we will study the efficiency of deploying M virtual machines
into N physical machines with HPCC benchmark. We create 16 virtual machines
and test three different deployments: 1) allocate 16 VMs into one physical machine; 2) allocate 16 VMs into two physical machines with 8 VMs per physical
machine; 3) allocate 16 VMs into four physical machines with 4 VMs per physical
machine. We investigate the deployment efficiency from computing performance,
memory performance and communication performance with diverse benchmarks.
The results of these experiments are presented in Fig. 3 to 5.
Fig. 3 shows the computing performance with different deployment strategies
in M-N scenario. HPL, DGEMM, and FFT measure the floating computing capability focusing different aspects. From Fig. 3 we note that the HPL performance
has no apparent changes when 16 virtual machines are deployed into one, two or
four physical machines. Obviously, this phenomenon indicates that more physical
machines will not always improve the overall performance for some applications.
In the single mode testing, DGEMM and FFT both have no significant changes
in all the three deployment strategies. While in the star mode, the case that
involving more physical machines achieves better performance. It is because in
the single mode a single processor is used to run the benchmark, while in the
star mode all the processors run separate independent copies of the benchmark
with no communication which maximum utilize the physical resource. Furthermore, in the mpi mode testing of FFT, we observe the case that deploying 16
virtual machines into 4 physical machines obtains worse performance than the
case that deploying 16 virtual machines into only one physical machine. The
reason is that when involving more physical machines, the MPI communication
overhead becomes a bottleneck and affects the performance.
Fig. 4 shows the result of memory performance with different deployment
strategies using STREAM and RandomAccess benchmarks. Similar to the computing performance, in the single mode testing, both STREAM and RandomAccess have no significant changes in the three deployment cases. While in the
star mode testing, the copy, scale, add, and triad performance of RandomAccess
gain an performance improvement when more physical machines are used. RandomAccess has the similar result with STREAM in the star mode. While in the
mpi mode, we find an opposite conclusion with FFT that the RandomAccess obtains better performance when using more physical machines. It is because that
the RandomAccess performs much local processor communication that improves
the performance while causes little network communication overhead.
Fig. 5 shows the communication performance including processor communication and network communication. PTRANS measures the communication
performance of multiprocessor while Latency and Bandwidth refer to the network communication performance. From Fig. 5 we find that the data transfer
rate is slightly affected by the deployment strategies due to the slightly local
memory transfer overheads. While network latency and bandwidth are seriously
affected by the deployment strategies with a 275.74% increase in latency and a
46.89% decrease in the bandwidth compared to the case that deploying 16 VMs
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into one physical machine. This experiment demonstrates that there exists huge
network communication overhead when deploying 16 virtual machines into more
physical machines.
There is a compromise between communication overhead and system resources. For some specific server workloads such as HPL and PTRANS, more
physical machines provide no obvious performance improvement. Generally, more
computing resource will improve the running efficiency for the parallel workload
running in parallel without MPI communication. Furthermore, for the communication intensive workloads that perform much MPI communication or network
communication, it is better to deploy the virtual machines into fewer physical
machines due to the heavy communication overheads between physical machines.

5

Related Work

A lot of research has been done to evaluate the performance in virtualization
environments [2, 5–7, 15, 16]. Barham et al. [2] gave a comprehensive introduction to the Xen hypervisor and made a thorough performance evaluation of Xen
against VMware ESX Server, UML, Connectix’s Virtual PC and Plex86 with
SPEC CPU2000, OSDB, dbench and SPEC Web2005. Clark et al. [15] reproduced the results from [2] with almost identical hardware, and compared Xen
with native Linux on a less powerful PC. Padala et al. [7] measured the performance of server consolidation. Che et al. [6] studied an initial comparison of
Xen and KVM with Linpack, LMbench and IOzone. Recently, Deshane [5] presented an independent work about performance comparison of Xen and KVM
at Xen Summit, which measured the overall performance, performance isolation
and scalability of Xen and KVM. Hai Jin et al. [16] presented a VSCBenchmark to evaluate the dynamic performance of virtualization systems in server
consolidation. However, all of the above work does not consider the deployment
issues.
With respect to the resource and image management issues in virtualization
environments, Garbacki et al. [17] solved the virtual resource management issue
by introducing linear programming approach. Yamasaki et al. [18] presented a
model-based resource selection policy to achieve fast virtual cluster installation
on heterogeneous grid environment. Tan et al. [19] indicated that the choice
of storage solution and access protocol would affect the deployment efficiency.
Some management system and tools were also developed for flexible deployment
and management of virtual machines [10, 20, 21]. Our work differ from the previous work, focusing the evaluation the performance and scalability of image
deployment with different deployment strategies.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have investigated the performance and scalability with different virtual machine deployment strategies. We summarize two typical virtual
machine deployment scenarios M-1 and M-N to explore the deployment issue.
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We first investigate the deployment efficiency of M-1 scenario that allocating
M virtual machines into one physical machine. We choose four representative
server applications in modern data center and quantify the scalability. Then we
evaluate the efficiency of M-N scenario that allocating M virtual machines into N
physical machines. To quantify the overall performance, we choose the standard
HPC benchmark HPCC that running in parallel manner.
Our experimental results indicate: 1) There is a resource bottleneck when
deploying single type virtual machine server into single physical machine and
consolidation of different workloads together is recommended. It is suitable to
deploy several virtual machines running composite workloads into one physical machine, such as database server which consumes CPU, memory and I/O
resources at the same time. 2) For computing intensive applications that don’t
run in parallel manner and processor communication intensive applications which
are insensitive with the deployment strategies, more physical machines are useless. 3) For the parallel applications with no MPI communication, more physical
machines can achieve better performance. 4) For the computing intensive workloads that have high MPI and network communication traffic, it is not suitable
to deploy the virtual machines across multiple physical machines due to the
significant communication overheads between physical machines.
This is only the beginning of performance evaluation of deployment issues.
Various other measurement and optimization algorithm will need to be explored
in the future.
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